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Checklists and action plans are a proven mechanism for project-based collaboration. Synthesizing project-

specific plans is challenging, as project managers must consider multiple sources of information, from

structured surveys to semi-structured conversations with stakeholders. In a needfinding study with project

managers, we identified challenges in creating action plans for teams. We built MixTAPE, a mixed-initiative

system that addressed these challenges with three components: a semi-structured note-taking interface for

capturing stakeholder conversations, a plan generator for automatically combining multi-source information

into action plans, and classification models for assigning and prioritizing action items. We evaluated Mix-
TAPE in an observational study of 32 website design projects. Compared to a previously unstructured process,

MixTAPE generated 1.45X as many tasks that are more consistent, while reducing the plan creation time

by 33.70%. Through interviews and surveys, we found that participants rate MixTAPE highly across several

measures. Based on our findings, we discuss the implications and opportunities for mixed-initiative action

plan creation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Synthesizing project plans for teams is challenging. Project managers have to consider multiple

sources of information and requirements, from structured survey input to semi-structured inter-

views and conversations with stakeholders. Given the multiple sources of information, project

managers have to create plans with clear and succinct tasks and descriptions, and consider details

on each task like ownership and priority. Sources of information are at times in conflict with

one-another, and at times present redundancies that should not make their way into the final plan.

The quality of the synthesized plans have far-reaching impact on factors like project completion [3]
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and team collaboration [4]. Addressing the challenges in creating action plans is thus crucial to

having high-quality outcomes.

Checklists are effective mechanisms for communicating plans and guidelines. From the cock-

pit [16] to the operating room [29], they are a well-researched way to ensure that a basic set of steps

is taken. More recently, they have even been shown to provide guard rails on projects in creative

fields such as design [15]. While communicating general-purpose best practices is powerful, it’s

equally important to capture situation-specific details. What outcome does this patient want to

optimize for? How does that client want their design to stand out? Action plans are advanced

checklists that capture such details and provide a step-by-step breakdown of how a team should

complete a given project [66, 67]. Each step of the action plan is an action item (task) and may

contain situation-specific details such as requirements derived from a conversation. While check-

lists and action plans have proven effective at enforcing adherence to a general-purpose set of

best-practices, what’s less clear is how to construct a set of project-specific steps.

In this paper, we study how to create project-specific action plans for projects that involve

multiple stakeholders. Specifically, we study how teams of project managers and designers create

and operationalize action plans for client-specific web design projects. In a needfinding study, we

study teams of project managers and web designers who build websites for clients and largely

coordinate tasks through semi-structured notes and comments in shared Google documents and

Slack groups. We identify challenges in the following areas: information capture through note-

taking, lack of structure in the action plans, conflicting and redundant information in multiple

sources of information, and error-prone work in assigning ownership and priority. These patterns

of plan synthesis, assignment, and prioritization for multiple stakeholders can be seen in a wide

variety of fields. In a medical setting, teams of experts combine intake forms, interviews, evaluations,

and tests in supporting a patient. In an educational setting, several teachers and staff collaborate on

creating education plans for students with diverse needs, combining multiple forms of evaluation,

feedback, and documentation.

Having uncovered challenges in our needfinding study, we presentMixTAPE1, amixed-initiative
team-based action planning environment that facilitates the creation of action plans for a team of

collaborators. MixTAPE features a semi-structured note-taking environment for capturing notes

during synchronous conversations that can later be converted to tasks for various team members.

In generating tasks from these notes, MixTAPE also automatically generates and integrates tasks

it derives from structured sources of information such as preference forms a client submits. In

combining the multiple sources of information, MixTAPE utilizes two classifiers for automatically

identifying an owner for and assigning a priority to each generated task. Finally, MixTAPE presents

an interface for correcting and iterating on the automatically generated and classified tasks before

introducing those tasks to the collaborators.

We evaluate MixTAPE in an observational study of 32 real-world new website design projects at

B12. The study follows two project managers who combine notes taken in MixTAPE during client

conversations, creating followup tasks for project collaborators including themselves, clients, and

eight designers who design and build the websites for the clients. Through quantitative measures,

we determine thatMixTAPE improves several measures of task quality including comprehensiveness

and consistency, while reducing the overall time to create the project plan for the team. Through

interviews and surveys, we identify opportunities for further improvement, and discuss broader

implications for the design of systems that facilitate the creation of action plans from multiple

structured and semi-structured sources of information. In summary, our contributions include:

1
Similar to a mixtape of music tracks, MixTAPE combines tasks (music) from multiple sources (artists) into a single source

of collaboration (enjoyment).
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• A needfinding study that identifies several pain points in creating action plans for a team of

collaborators, including: a) difficulty in capturing critical details during live conversations,

b) challenges in synthesizing a detailed plan across multiple sources of both structured and

unstructured information, c) inconsistent presentations of tasks for each team member, and

d) labor-intensive and error-prone steps like assigning owners and prioritizing tasks for each

owner.

• A mixed-initiative system called MixTAPE that addresses the pain points identified in the

study through several mechanisms: a) a semi-structured and autocompleting note-taking

environment that helps project managers capture details from client conversations, b) an

automatic task synthesis mechanismwhich combines semi-structured notes and other sources

of structured information to create an action plan, c) a structured representation in which

action items are grouped into several predefined categories, and d) an automatic process for

assigning owners and priorities to each task.

• An empirical, mixed-methods evaluation of MixTAPE as project managers and designers use

the system to design and build websites for 32 B12 clients. We quantitatively determine that,

compared to a previously unstructured process,MixTAPE generates 1.45X as many tasks that

are more consistent and descriptive, while providing better task context to the stakeholders

and reducing the time to create a project plan by 33.70%. Through interviews and surveys,

we find that participants rate MixTAPE highly overall. Moreover, we identify the broader

implications and future opportunities for project plan generation in a mixed-initiative setting.

Finally, we explain which of MixTAPE’s concepts can be generalized to a broad set of tasks

and team types.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE: WEBSITE DESIGN
To better situate our work, we provide a motivating example based on the coauthors’ experience

at B12. B12’s project managers coordinate with design teams composed of various experts (e.g.,

designers, copywriters) that collaborate on the creation of client websites. When a client first starts

working with B12, there are several sources of information about that clients’ preferences. First, a

salesperson maintains a set of notes on their early conversations to scope out a project. Second,

the client may interact with B12’s software product, filling out several aesthetic preferences and

content audit forms, which result in largely structured sources of information. Finally, a project

manager conducts a kickoff call with the client over the phone, taking semi-structured notes on

the client’s preferences, existing content, and desired functionality.

Prior to the introduction of MixTAPE, designers would be presented with various sources of

structured and semi-structured information upon joining a new project. The project manager’s notes

would be presented in a Google Document called Team Messages, and were considered the ultimate

source of truth. The other sources of information would be programmatically compiled into a client
brief that presented all sales notes and client preferences. Designers would ask questions in the Team
Messages document and on Slack, and project managers would clarify in the document, appending

new details through follow-on conversations with the client. As the design team sent iterations

to the client, notes and subsequent feedback would result in more document-based clarifications

and comment threads. The Team Messages document was ostensibly an action plan, with project

managers adding work to be done, and designers seeking clarification and identifying completed

work in the document. Google Documents was selected over traditional tools like Asana [7]

and Trello [61] for recording action plans because it afforded quick note-taking capabilities for

information capture while providing various formatting options (e.g., bolding, coloring, nesting of

bullets, strikethroughs) to subsequently add structure.
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Naturally, with multiple sources documenting client preferences at different times, the sources

would contain conflicting information. Team Messages not only identified what to do, but also

contained specifications on which other sources to ignore. With an implicit action plan without the

affordances of an explicit checklist, different project managers would provide different structures

and techniques to prioritize key features of their Team Messages document. Similarly, designers

would utilize different approaches to clarifying uncertainty or denoting the completion of a task. In

this multi-source and not fully standardized environment, team members would at times miss key

details, apply different priorities to their work, or follow the wrong direction when encountering

conflicting information. In Section 4, we summarize the results of a needfinding study that identifies

the key challenges project managers faced while working in this setup. To reduce mistakes and

frustration, B12 researchers searched for a system to more explicitly generate a unified action plan

from the varied sources of project information.

3 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review related work on note-taking and task management, discuss how such

work inspired the design of MixTAPE, and identify the differences in modes of operation between

related work and MixTAPE.

3.1 Live note-taking assistance
A common technique for documenting details is the practice of note-taking during conversations.

While many tools have been developed to aid in live note-taking [20, 24, 26, 35], we are particularly

interested in tools that situate conversations in the proper context, discussed next.

Note-taking and conversation-aware intelligence.Action plans often contain situation-specific
details derived from synchronous conversations, e.g., team brainstorming sessions and client meet-

ings. Capturing situation-specific details synchronously while maintaining a conversation’s context

is challenging due to the cognitive effort and split attention required to take notes [53, 54, 65]. To

make note-taking easier in such a setting, Tilda [68] enables people to collaboratively enrich their

chat conversation by annotating, grouping, and linking messages in a variety of ways, such as

tagging via emojis or inline notes. Tilda uses the markup left by participants to structure the chat

stream into a skimmable summary. MeetBot [47] uses even simpler annotations—chat participants

can add action items to a running list of notes using hashtag commands. Inspired by these tools,

MixTAPE introduces a markdown-like language to capture different components of a conversation,

i.e., tasks, comments, within a semi-structured note-taking pane. However, the goal of the Mix-
TAPE note-taking pane is to create a structured to-do list for multiple stakeholders of a project

whereas these tools create comprehensible summaries of group chats that contain a variety of

items, like questions, decisions, and action items. Moreover, unlike these tools, the sole contributor

to notes in MixTAPE is a project manager capturing notes during real-time voice conversations.

Context-aware suggestions during note-taking. Automatic suggestion of text can greatly im-

prove user efficiency in text entry and is extensively used in typing-based interfaces like search

bars in search engines [9, 57], messaging apps [18, 33, 34], and email [17, 19, 36]. Smart email and

messaging applications are conversationally aware, providing suggestions tailored to conversa-

tion dynamics. Similar to these applications, MixTAPE’s note-taking pane automatically suggests

context-aware text as users take notes. However, unlike the aforementioned smart applications,

live note-taking is often constrained by time and requires users to quickly take notes as well as

actively participate in conversations. In this paper, we identify challenges in utilizing auto-complete

features in such a multi-modal setting.
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3.2 Task management
The research community has explored the problem of task creation and management from several

points of views—from personal and collaborative task management systems to intelligent agents for

assisting in task creation, tracking, and completion. We now discuss different systems developed

from these perspectives while contextualizing the MixTAPE setting and goals.

Personal task management. Bellotti et al. [11] conducted one of the most relevant ethnographic

studies of task management. The study presented a number of implications for the design of task

management tools based on the task management practice of their participants. To address these

implications, a lightweight task management tool, TaskVista, was developed. The tool contained

intuitive visualizations for collecting and managing tasks. Similar to TaskVista, tasks in MixTAPE—
for a given project—appear as a to-do list and project managers can change task priority by moving

tasks up and down the list. Remember The Milk (RTM) [10] is a web-based personal task manager

that couples basic task list functionality available as a web application with additional services

including mobile applications, location services and various integrations with other applications.

RTM allows users to set task priorities, move tasks into different lists, and delete tasks. Moreover,

users can update the task status as completed or postponed, a feature also available in MixTAPE.
While the design of our task list interface draws inspiration from the aforementioned personal task

management tools, the application domain of MixTAPE is different from these tools. In MixTAPE,
tasks are tied to a project rather than personal to-dos, multiple stakeholders have ownership of

specific tasks in a project, and stakeholder actions are at times dependent on the completion of

tasks by collaborators. Moreover, tasks in MixTAPE are synthesized by combining multiple sources

of information in a mixed-initiative manner, whereas task creation in the aforementioned systems

is manual and doesn’t necessarily deal with multiple sources.

Collaborative task management.Managing tasks involving multiple stakeholders requires deal-

ing with interdependent tasks [13]. In addition, people often need to operate over multiple projects

and responsibilities in parallel [46] each with its own collaborative demands. Email was once ex-

tensively used to manage collaborative tasks [12, 63]. However, delays between messages, the need

for back and forth exchanges, and lack of native support to track pending replies makes managing

tasks in this manner both ineffective and inefficient. The communication challenges are addressed

by many modern collaboration platforms such as Slack [58] and Teams [49]. However, the goal

of these systems is to enable communication among project collaborators, not facilitate creation,

management, and tracking of project tasks or action plans. The built-in communication mechanism

in MixTAPE shares similarities with comment threads where stakeholders leave comments under

their assigned tasks for other collaborators. This interaction can be made more instantaneous by

integrating real time communication capabilities similar to Slack or Teams.

The problem of interdependent tasks is also addressed by many commercial tools. For example,

Tracks [60] allows an administrator user to manage multiple users similar to project managers in

MixTAPE. Other tools such as Asana [7], Trello [61], Forecast [25], and ClickUp [22] focus on the

problem of task tracking for project management purposes. Users of these systems are introduced

to a personalized view of their to-dos, similar to the role-specific views inMixTAPE. Administrators

(project managers) can assign tasks and add priorities manually, whereas in MixTAPE, ownership
and prioritization of a task are assigned automatically and then curated by project managers.

Commercial systems don’t have MixTAPE’s notion of multiple sources of information for action

plan generation, and thus require manual conversion from notes or structured data sources into

task lists.

Task Manager [40] takes a broader approach toward collaborative task management and supports

task coordination, tracking, resource sharing, and communication via messages. However, the
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system did not undergo any formal user evaluation, making it difficult to determine the extent

to which a tool like this can support task coordination in practice. Feedback from participants in

our user study indicates that embedded communication channels in task management systems are

desirable and can act as a one-stop-shop for collaborative task management by removing the added

overhead of using an external communication platform.

Intelligent task management. Intelligent tools and capabilities for supporting task management

have garnered significant interest in recent years. Tools like Forecast [25] and ClickUp [22] can

automatically estimate task deadlines and assign tasks to team members. MixTAPE, on the other

hand, adopts a mixed-initiative approach where automatically assigned tasks are further reviewed

by project managers to correct potential assignment errors. Towel [23] is a task management

application that couples a user’s to-do list with a project execution assistant (PExA) [50] that can
complete a learned set of task capabilities on behalf of the user. Users can perform modifications

on to-dos such as grouping, tagging, checking (completing) in Towel while delegating tasks to

PExA. However, task creation in Towel is still manual, unlike in MixTAPE, which automatically

creates tasks from captured notes and briefs. Moreover, only simple tasks can be delegated to PExA

like setting reminders or monitoring deadlines. One interesting area of future work is to combine

the assistance MixTAPE offers in creating multi-participant action plans with the lightweight

assistants offered by PExA or other commercial offerings including Siri from Apple [6], Cortana

from Microsoft [48], Alexa from Amazon [5], or Google Assistant [28].

3.3 Task creation for plan synthesis
We now discuss different approaches for synthesizing action plans.

Synthesizing action plans for projects. Prior work on action plan synthesis mostly focused on

outsourcing plan creation to crowd workers [37, 39] or friends [1] for a variety of tasks like creative

writing and health behavior planning.

The TaskGenies [39] system provides crowd-powered action plans for common tasks. To provide

an action plan, the system first searches for a similar task in it’s task database using NLP techniques.

If a similar task with an action plan is found, this plan is returned to the user. If there is no similar

task in the database, the system crowdsources the creation of a new plan. As crowdworkers enter

each step of an action plan in a web-based interface, TaskGenies uses NLP to suggest steps that other

workers created for similar tasks. Similarly, as project managers take notes in the note-taking pane,

MixTAPE suggests similar notes that were entered for other projects. The MixTAPE autocomplete

suggestion model is built from an expert-sourced task description corpus. Kaur et al. [37] also

leverages expert-sourcing to create action plans for creative writing tasks. First a list of 18 writing

tasks, called a vocabulary, were compiled by expert-sourcing. These tasks range from being about the

mechanics and organization to the semantics of a document. Given a document and the vocabulary,

crowdworkers are asked to add comments to the document related to the mechanics, organization,

and semantics of the document. These comments are then compiled into action plans. Similar to

the vocabulary for writing tasks,MixTAPE divides tasks in an action plan into predefined high level

themes, e.g., structure, content, design. While action plans for both TaskGenies and creative writing

tasks are synthesized by crowdworkers in an offline fashion, in MixTAPE, project managers engage

in live conversation with clients and the choice of action items are dictated by client requirements.

The action plans are then synthesized automatically from the collected notes. Unlike existing

systems, tasks within a MixTAPE action plan are automatically assigned to specific stakeholders

and have varying degrees of priority.

We discussed earlier how action plan synthesis in existing project management software [7,

22, 25, 61] is manual and cumbersome. These tools do not facilitate the initial rapid capture of
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unstructured notes in low-latency situations such as phone calls. Their rigid task structure makes

the initial note capture challenging. Moreover, to synthesize tasks, project managers have to enter

an explicit level of detail on areas such as task ownership or priority. MixTAPE, on the other hand,

features an initial note-taking mode followed by automatic task creation from notes by intelligent

agents and task curation by project managers.

User control vs. automation. The tension between giving users direct control and automating

actions on their behalf is long-discussed in HCI research [56]. Direct manipulation systems [7, 61]

grant users more control in creating action plans, but require additional time for tasks like assigning

roles and priorities. Given the action plans, Forecast [25] and ClickUp [22] can automatically

estimate task deadlines and assign tasks based on the workload and role of the team members.

Automatic suggestion of text is extensively used in typing-based interfaces like search bars in

search engines [9, 57], messaging apps [18, 33, 34], and email [17, 36]. Mixed-initiative systems use

such techniques to offer the best of both worlds with principles on when an automated system

should proactively take action, and when a user should [31]. MixTAPE lives in this middle ground

between direct manipulation and automation. This approach streamlines the process of action plan

synthesis without sacrificing control.

4 NEEDFINDING STUDY
To understand how project managers formulated plans for projects using the existing structured

client brief and call notes, we conducted a needfinding study in which we shadowed two project

managers at B12. We observed how each project manager created plans for two new client websites.

Specifically, the study consisted of three phases: 1) shadowing project managers during kickoff calls

as they took notes and after the calls as they synthesized action plans, 2) conducting a reflective

session for each call, and 3) a semi-structured interview exploring various pain-points. A detailed

description of the process and questions is available as supplementary documentation.

During the shadowing sessions, we documented how project managers conducted the kickoff

calls and synthesized the information they collected from multiple sources to create action plans.

Each shadowing session lasted about an hour, and we recorded the screen interactions of the project

managers as well as conversations with clients. We explicitly asked for permission from clients to

record the sessions.

Based on the information collected from the shadowing session, we conducted a reflective

interview with each project manager. We asked questions on the software used, the arrangement of

the software on the screen, the note-taking strategy, the approach to synthesizing an action plan,

and the challenges involved in resolving issues like conflicting, redundant, or missing information

across various sources.

After the shadowing and reflective sessions, we conducted a semi-structured interview. Questions

included “What are the challenges in creating action plans with the current setup,” “How do you

deal with potential conflicts among various sources of information,” “How do you synthesize multi-

source information into action plans,” and “How can the current setup be enhanced to improve

your note-taking experience?”

4.1 Collaboration and roles
Since our ultimate goal was to support existing structure and process, we observed the roles that

each stakeholder played, and when collaboration opportunities arose in the existing process. We

observed that the resulting action plans were collaborative: project managers, designers, and clients

were assigned action items and desired awareness of other collaborators’ progress. The creation of

the action plans, however, was not collaborative: project managers would coordinate with designers
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and clients, identify next steps, and manage the creation and communication of action items,

deadlines, and ownership.

Beyond the single creator/multiple collaborators style of the action plans, there is further nuance

with respect to expertise. Project managers are creator experts: they not only formulate an action

plan for the team, but are also experts in the execution and vocabulary of the project. Designers are

participant experts: while they don’t create the action plan, they have as much or more experience

in the execution and vocabulary of each project. Clients are participant non-experts: like designers,
they don’t create the action plan, but simultaneously are pivotal in its success (e.g., if a project

relies on a client sharing their biographical information, no one else can do this for the client) while

not being experts in the terminology or process of creating a website. As we considered the design

of MixTAPE, understanding the organization and limitations of the collaborative process it needed

to facilitate was critical. In Section 9, we discuss future work on how stakeholders of varying roles

and expertise can collaborate and iterate over action plans created by MixTAPE.

4.2 Challenges observed in the study
Our study revealed some drawbacks with the existing experience. Project managers follow a script

during kickoff calls while capturing free-form notes. Client requirements can be diverse, however,

and the conversation can quickly change course despite the script. Such dynamicity makes it

challenging for project managers to coordinate between the script and notes during calls. For

example, while discussing the aesthetics of a website, a client may ask for specific content in a

section. As the notes lack structure, project managers lose track of where to put the new information.

As a result, details get lost in the unstructured text noted during the call.

While synthesizing multiple sources of information (e.g., the client brief and call notes) into

action plans, project managers face several challenges. Project managers spent time on areas such

as resolving conflicts among the sources, removing redundant information, and writing concise

notes. For example, a client might ask for a different color palette during a call than was discussed

with a salesperson. To provide a designer with clear directions, the project manager might add a

note to ignore the color request in the client brief. Given the quantity of information the designer

has to read, however, there is no guarantee they will capture every detail.

Moreover, the presentation of synthesized action plans varies across project managers, which

can be confusing for designers. For example, one plan presents a hierarchical action plan with

bullets and sub-bullets, while another includes a high-level summary at the top of the document,

keeping a flat list of bullets toward the bottom. Project managers vary their action plan structure

across projects, adding further uncertainty.

Despite the variance across action plans, we noted some underlying structure that project man-

agers were trying to communicate. Project managers varyingly used color, bolding, capitalization,

nesting, and text order to communicate priority. For example, project managers used various com-

binations of bold text, red text, and entirely capitalized text to prefix high-priority work that had

to be completed even if other work could not be (e.g., “HIGH PRIORITY: Replace hero image of

doctor with one of a dentist”). When work appeared in bulleted lists, higher-priority work tended to

appear higher in the list than lower-priority work. Furthermore, nesting was used to group similar

tasks (e.g., a parent bullet called Typos with a list of bullets indented underneath it containing typos

in the copy).

Project managers would sometimes further annotate the collaborator (e.g., designer, client, or

themselves) that had to complete a particular task, indicating ownership. This tended to happen

either through task prefixing (e.g., “Designer: Replace logo once client sends it” and “Client: Send

updated logo”) or by nesting multiple bullets owned by a collaborator under a parent bullet with

their role (e.g., a bullet called “Designer” followed by indented bullets depicting all of the work the
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designer had to do). Finally, collaborators would indicate completion of work using strikethroughs,

highlights, comments, or changing bullets into checkmarks. Project managers identified challenges

in consistently providing these annotations within time constraints.

When asked about their thoughts on a system that would draft an owner- and priority-annotated

action plan from multiple sources of project information, project managers voiced a preference for

a mixed-initiative approach in which they could review the automatically generated action plans.

In considering the functionality to provide in such a system, the core challenges identified in the

needfinding study included:

C1. Capturing all the crucial details of a project during live note-taking can be difficult.

C2. The lack of structure and consistency in presenting action plans across project managers

and projects can result in confusion amongst collaborators.

C3. Synthesizing multi-source information may result in conflicting and redundant action

plans.

C4.While project managers see benefit in annotating priority and ownership of individual

tasks, this practice is time-consuming and error-prone.

4.3 Design implications
From the observed challenges, we identified the following design needs.

D1. In-context note-taking interface: Contextual information is important in a chat con-

versation [68]. During a live call with a client, a project manager had to switch back and

forth between the client’s website, the client brief, and Team Messages where they take notes

(C1). Putting the note-taking interface in the same context as the other work products allows

project managers to access relevant information quickly.

D2. Quick text input: During a live conversation, typing every detail out is cumbersome

(C1). In our pilot study, project managers had to repeatedly type out similar action items

(e.g., "change the color palette of the website," "wait for content from the clients") across

different projects. Reducing the keystrokes required to type out these repeated tasks could

save project managers’ precious time during the call.

D3. Flexible yet structured plan creation: Generated plans should be standardized to

prevent confusion among collaborators (C2). Tasks should be organized in a consistent way

across projects. Similar and relevant tasks could be grouped together to reduce context

switching. Further, task descriptions and presentation should be consistent. However, plan

creation also needs to accommodate the specific needs of individual projects. The system

should support described structures with a certain degree of flexibility.

D4. Many sources, one task list: With multiple sources of information, project managers

and collaborators had to communicate through other mechanisms like Slack to resolve

conflicts or remove redundant tasks (C3). This problem could be solved by providing a single

source of truth and a protocol to communicate task status.

D5. Automatic task annotation as a first pass: Project managers spent a lot of time as-

signing tasks to collaborators and prioritizing the tasks (C4). Some tasks can be automatically

annotated with collaborator assignment and priority. However, not all task annotation can

be resolved in such manner due to specific requirements of different projects. In this case, a

mixed-initiative system where the annotations are first automatically generated but can still

be corrected by a human offers the best of both worlds [31].
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Fig. 1. TheMixTAPE workflow. Components that required labeling and offline model generation (e.g., the
task description corpus and dependent models) are highlighted in orange.

5 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
To address the design needs identified in the needfinding study, we implementedMixTAPE as a web

application using the Django web framework on the backend and the React frontend library, relying
on scikit-learn for model training. We now provide a brief overview of how MixTAPE operates and

then describe its components in further detail.

5.1 MixTAPE overview
Figure 1 provides an overview of the MixTAPE workflow for a given project. Before launching

MixTAPE at B12, we first collected approximately one thousand tasks—created by Project Managers—

by analyzing the Team Messages documents of prior projects. The tasks were then labeled with

ownership (project manager, designer, client) and priority (high, medium, low) to create a task
description corpus. One of the paper co-authors labeled the tasks, i.e., assigned task ownership and

priority, after discussion with the project managers to understand their approach. The labeled tasks

were then used to train classificationmodels to automate various components ofMixTAPE (discussed
in Section 5.2 and 5.3). These corpus- and model-building efforts occurred offline and are highlighted

in orange in Figure 1.

As discussed in Section 2, given a project, two sources of information are compiled: a) a client
brief from structured survey responses submitted by the client, and b) kickoff call notes compiled by

the project manager. Two types of tasks, brief-based and note-based are automatically created from

these sources respectively. Each task is then assigned an owner and a priority. The task synthesis

process is discussed in Section 5.3. The project manager then reviews the annotated tasks using

a task creation/editing pane and corrects any inconsistencies in assigned ownership or priority.

Following task review, each collaborator can view their assigned tasks in their respective task views
and update the task status as they complete their work. We now describe these steps and interface

components in detail.
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a cb d e

Note-based

Brief-based

Manually created

Fig. 2. MixTAPE components (HTML/CSS edited slightly for presentation): a) semi-structured note-taking

pane with autocomplete support, b) survey responses that are compiled into client brief, c) task editing pane

for review and management of action plans, d) task detail pane for modifying a task, and e) task view for

designers.

5.2 Semi-structured note-taking
MixTAPE provides a large text area for project managers to take notes related to a project (Figure 2a).

A project manager can toggle the note-taking pane with a shortcut. The note-taking pane is

embedded in the website editing application (D1). The text area is prepopulated with section

headers of different types of tasks (e.g., website Structure and Design). These section headers impose

a structure on project managers’ note-taking (D3).
The note-taking experience offers a syntax for project managers to describe actionable tasks.

Project managers take note of a task by prepending the task description with a special symbol

(“*” or “-”). They can also add details to a task by prepending the note with “**” or “- -” below the

task to which the note belongs. This structured format, inspired by markdown, enables project

managers to quickly capture various aspects of conversations with clients while maintaining the

structure required for task creation (D2, D3).
To further keep the task contents consistent (D3), especially across different project managers,

MixTAPE’s note-taking interface offers autocomplete suggestions that project managers can choose

to accept or ignore (Figure 2a). Autocomplete suggestions also allows users to capture notes with

fewer keystrokes (D2).MixTAPE’s autocomplete suggestion model is built from the task description

corpus discussed in Section 5.1. We first generate n-grams from the task description corpus, where

n = 1,2,3, and remove infrequent n-grams. We then compute the point-wise mutual information

(PMI) [21] of the n-gram collection. As the project manager types their notes in the pane, a ranked

list of top-k n-grams is displayed based on the most recently typedw = 3 words. The list is ranked

by the PMI of the candidates retrieved by the model.

5.3 Task creation
When the project managers finish taking notes, they can click on the "Convert to tasks" button

(Figure 2a) at the bottom of the pane to create an action plan. MixTAPE synthesizes information

from the just-captured call notes and the previously provided structured client brief information

(Figure 2b) to create an action plan for the project (D4).
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The action plan synthesis algorithm works as follows. First, the call notes are parsed by their

section, with a new task created for each “*” or “-” and subsequent lines of notes containing “**” or

“- -” added to the details of that task. These converted call notes are called note-based tasks for the
remainder of the paper. Another list of tasks, called brief-based tasks for the rest of the paper, is
automatically created from the client brief. To generate brief-based tasks, a collection of Python

functions read a structured representation of the client brief (Figure 2b) and create task text using a

template that matches the representation. For example, in Figure 2b, the client selects that they

hate the fonts, so MixTAPE maps the selection to a “Change [something]” template and creates a

task for designers to “Change the fonts” in Figure 2c.

Both sets of tasks are grouped into relevant sections (e.g., Structure, Design) and are assigned

a priority. Each task consists of a title, an optional note, and an owner (Figure 2c). The owner

of a task can be any of the project collaborators, (i.e., the project manager, client, or designer).

MixTAPE uses a mixed-initiative approach to assign an owner and a priority level to a task (D5).
It first automatically assigns the task owner and the priority of the task (high, medium, and

low). Afterward, the project manager can correct the generated task details. The automated task

assignment mechanism combines hard-coded rules (e.g., any tasks under the “Other” section will be
assigned to the project manager) and predictions from our pre-trained models as described next.

Owner assignment models. To train a model for assigning an owner to a task, we utilized the

task description corpus mentioned earlier. Besides task description, each entry within the corpus

contained additional information such as the section of the task, and we manually provided class

labels for owner for each task. We experimented with a number of feature combinations for our

candidate classifiers, empirically using task section labels and a TF-IDF vector representation [2] of

task descriptions as features. We selected a classifier by performing a cross-validated grid search on

an 80% training set over a variety of model families (including Decision Trees [55], Linear SVC [14],

and non-linear SVM [32]), hyper-parameters (e.g., C, gamma, degree), optimizing for accuracy. The

top performing model, an SVM with a polynomial kernel, had an accuracy of 0.8740 on a separate

20% test set (precision = 0.8760, recall = 0.8749, and F1 score = 0.8740).

Task priority assignment. Using the same task description corpus and features, we manually

labeled the priority (high, medium, or low) for each task description. High priority tasks are must-

do (e.g., "Add the MailChimp form embed code"). Medium priority tasks should be done (e.g.,

"Show blogs by categories"). Low priority tasks are nice-to-have (e.g., "[Customer is] seeking more

minimalist design"). We conducted a similar analysis to that of the owner assignment models. We

found the SVM with a polynomial kernel to again be the best candidate with a test set accuracy

of 0.807 (precision = 0.816, recall = 0.807, and F1 score = 0.809). The selected feature inputs to the

models were the task owner label and TF-IDF vector representation of the task description. The

priority labels for this model were on a scale of 1 (low priority) to 3 (high priority).

On larger (and potentially unlabeled) datasets, features like semantic vectors [44] (e.g., Word2Vec),

when used in combinationwithmore complexmodels, could have further improved the classification

performance. Nonetheless, we found the model we created to be sufficient for MixTAPE, and the

experimental results in Table 2 of Section 7 show that MixTAPE’s models performed well in live

projects.

5.4 Task editing pane
After MixTAPE automatically synthesizes tasks, the note-taking pane is replaced by a task editing

pane showing a list of tasks grouped by section (Figure 2c). On the task editing pane, project

managers can create new tasks, edit existing tasks, remove irrelevant tasks, and reorganize and
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reorder tasks to reflect their priorities. They can reassign a task to a different team member if it

was incorrectly assigned.

5.5 Task view
Project managers and designers can view the action plan on a task view page (Figure 2e). The task

view page shows lists of tasks categorized by their task owner. Each row shows the task title, notes,

and status of the task (completed, pending, or declined). When a task is completed, a user can mark

the task as completed, or leave an explanation in the text area for the client on why they elected to

decline the task.

6 EVALUATION STUDY
In order to evaluate whether MixTAPE’s features described in Section 5 address the challenges

identified in the needfinding study of Section 4, we conducted a study spanning six weeks with the

following research questions:

RQ1. How did MixTAPE impact the resulting action plans and the process to generate them?

RQ2. How did MixTAPE and its components affect participants’ experience in capturing,

synthesizing, and executing on action plans?

Participants. Our evaluation involved two types of participants: designers and project managers.

We recruited eight designers who regularly design websites for B12’s clients. All designers are

independent contractors who work remotely and have between several months and several years

of experience with B12. Designers were all initially trained with B12 at least several months before

the introduction of MixTAPE. The designers were compensated with their normal hourly rate for

all work and research activities.

We recruited the same two project managers who participated in the needfinding study to

participate in the evaluation study. Both project managers had several months of experience with

B12’s project delivery model prior to the introduction of MixTAPE. Note that the project managers

are not co-authors.

Because our study involved client-specific requests, we also requested informed consent from

each client to allow researchers to track the progress of their projects.

Projects. Each project in the study involved the creation of a website for a new B12 client. The

study involved 32 website design projects launched using MixTAPE. We also collected information

on 69 projects that were launched prior to the introduction of MixTAPE. For these 69 projects, we
analyzed project logs and Team Messages Google documents with call notes described in Section 2.

We refer to the setup before MixTAPE as Baseline throughout the evaluation.

Project manager study procedure. We first introduced MixTAPE to each project manager in

separate warm-up sessions where we walked them through the entire process from note-taking to

action plan generation. Moreover, we shared a video tutorial that explained the complete project

manager experience in MixTAPE. We then shadowed each project manager on a number of kickoff

calls to observe their interaction with the system. Based on these shadowing sessions, we made

light experience improvements, fixed a few bugs, and formulated questions for reflective sessions

in the next phase of the study. Project managers recorded screen and audio captures of each kickoff

call and their post-kickoff project plan synthesis. We used these recordings to guide qualitative

observations as well as reflective sessions.

At the end of the first week of the study, we conducted a reflective interview with the project

managers to obtain early feedback on MixTAPE and also asked questions about their workflows,

interactions with the system, and challenges they encountered in their use. Note that no new
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changes were made to MixTAPE based on the reflective interview. Finally, we conducted a semi-

structured interview to understand their overall experience in using MixTAPE, the impact of the

new features introduced, the differences from the Baseline experience, and the implications of

introducing the new experience. Note that instead of waiting for the study to conclude after six

weeks, the interview was conducted as soon as a project manager finished creating action plans for

all of their allocated projects.

Designer study procedure.We introduced designers to features ofMixTAPE using a video tutorial.
We conducted two types of surveys over the course of the study. The first survey was conducted after

designers created a first version of the website on each project. Designers rated their experience

with MixTAPE on eight metrics: accuracy of following client requirements, comprehensiveness of
the action plans, quality of the generated action plans, degree of contradiction among action items,

level of frustration, mental demand, ease of planning for a project, and project completion success.
The ratings were on Likert scales from 1 (most negative experience) to 7 (most positive experience).

We also asked them an open-ended question on their overall experience in using MixTAPE.
At the end of the study, the designers participated in a final survey where we asked them to

rate their overall experience in the Baseline system experience as well as their experience with

MixTAPE on the aforementioned eight metrics as well as a ninth: project completion speed. The
survey presented each question in a neutral/factual way in a randomized order across surveys.

Designers also answered open-ended questions on the positive and negative aspects of each

experience.

Presentation of quotes. In presenting participant responses in Sections 7 and 8, we replaced

B12-specific terminology with terms introduced in this paper, e.g., client brief, call notes. These
replacements are denoted by square brackets ([]) in the quotes.

Quantitative evaluation. In addition to the qualitative interview and survey data, we quantita-

tively analyzed and compared the action plans created in both experiences. We also measured

the statistical significance of the comparisons where relevant. As the number of projects for each

experience, i.e., MixTAPE (32) and Baseline (69), were different, we utilized Welch’s t-test [62].
For each t-test, we report the mean (µX , µB ) and standard deviation (stdX , stdB ) of both experi-

ences, the t-statistic (positive when µB < µX ), and p-value (statistically significant when p < 0.01).
Furthermore, we provide summary statistics of usage logs to understand howMixTAPEwas utilized.
Limitations. While rigorous, our study has several limitations that can be strengthened by future

larger-scale and broader-domain studies.

The first limitation is in sample size: we conducted the study with two project managers and

eight professional web designers on 32 website design projects for B12’s clients, comparing those

to 69 prior projects. While a larger sample would have allowed us to perform more definitive

quantitative analysis, we combined this analysis with qualitative survey, interview, instrumentation,

and screen/audio recording data to result in justifiable inferences that can be explained with multiple

data sources.

Another limitation of the study is in its focus on web design projects. While testing in other

domains is prudent, the observations and reflections that result from the study entirely focus on

aspects of the note-taking and project plan creation experience in MixTAPE, and we focus on

observations that are not specific to web design.

The final limitation is that, due to the realities of deploying new monolithic experiences in

real-world work settings, our study does not randomize the usage of the pre-MixTAPE and post-

MixTAPE experience. To control for this, we utilize a needfinding study to identify challenges in the

pre-MixTAPE experience and present the systems in a neutral and randomized fashion whenever

discussing them with participants. We acknowledge the fact that even after randomizing the order
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of the question set by system, the designer survey may still introduce recency bias towardMixTAPE.
One alternative could have been to provide the survey on Baseline to the designers before they

started using MixTAPE. However, since the designers were independent contractors, we were

able to select participants only after they started picking up projects and managed corresponding

tasks using the newly launched MixTAPE. Therefore, such bias was unavoidable in our study

environment.

In many ways, our specific study design falls directly out of the study limitations: given a small

number of participants and the introduction of a new system, we motivate the system design with a

needfinding evaluation, and evaluate the design by comparing the resulting system to the original

Baseline quantitatively and qualitatively. This form of formative evaluation is well-supported

by the literature in studies of novel systems like CrowdCrit [45], Critter [15], and Tilda [68].

Additionally, the conditions for Baseline are well-founded: in comparing a new system for adding

structure to unstructured Slack conversations, the authors of Tilda compared its outcomes to those

of a Google document for accomplishing the same goal, much like the Team Messages Google

document used by B12.

7 RQ1. IMPACT OF MIXTAPE ON ACTION PLANS
Overall, MixTAPE enabled faster action plan synthesis while improving the consistency and com-

prehensiveness of tasks compared to Baseline. Moreover, our comparative survey revealed that

participants found action plans generated by MixTAPE are of higher quality than those generated

by Baseline.

7.1 Faster action plan synthesis
Figure 3a shows the time spent on average by project managers for plan synthesis using Base-

line andMixTAPE. The error bars for the bar plots, presented throughout the paper, were computed

based on a 95% confidence interval. Both the note-capture and plan synthesis times were measured

by B12 ’s activity logging application, enabling fine-grained time-tracking for all project manager

activities.
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Fig. 3. MixTAPE enabled (a) faster action plan synthesis. However, (b) note capture time stayed almost the

same. Error bars throughout paper represent 95% confidence intervals.

In Figure 3a, we see that project managers spent significantly less time generating the plans

across projects after their kickoff calls with MixTAPE—a nine-minute (33.70%) reduction from

Baseline (µB = 27.09, stdB = 14.21, µX = 17.96, stdX = 7.58, t = -2.7130, p < 0.01). As fully loaded

project managers can kick off up to five projects a day, this amounts to over 45 minutes per day
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Fig. 4. MixTAPE generated (a) more tasks that were, (b) more consistent and (c) more descriptive, compared

to Baseline. Instead of following multiple documents, designers viewed the tasks within a single source of

truth (d).

that project managers can utilize for other activities. Figure 3b shows average note capture time

for both experiences. MixTAPE did not significantly improve the time to capture notes during the

kickoff call with clients (µB = 31.71, stdB = 6.81, µX = 29.21, stdX = 8.04, t = -1.4103, p > 0.01). We

discuss qualitative reasons for this, such as a lack of use of the autocomplete feature, in Section 8.1.

7.2 More comprehensive action plans
Figure 4a shows the average number of tasks created per project, with Baseline and MixTAPE.
MixTAPE generated more tasks (1.45X ) than the Baseline (µB = 20.83, stdB = 11.93, µX = 30.12, stdX
= 8.29, t = 4.1321, p < 0.01). Designers also foundMixTAPE’s action plans to be more comprehensive

than those generated through Baseline (see Table 1). One designer (D2) commented: “Ideally [with
MixTAPE], I know I’ve pretty much completed the project once I’ve completed each task.” Moreover,

project managers noticed a reduction in the number of changes clients requested after the initial

website design based on the action plans created by MixTAPE: “I feel like I’ve had more positive
launches [with MixTAPE] lately. I haven’t gotten any client feedback like the website is missing
something. That is a comment I used to get with Team Messages” (PM1).

7.3 Consistent yet descriptive tasks
Standardized language helps teams operate more effectively [30, 51, 52], so consistent language

across projects is important. To measure the consistency of tasks across projects for a given tool,

we first concatenated the tasks created for a given project into a document. Given a document, we

performed tokenization, stopword removal, and lemmatization to create high-quality TF-IDF vector
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Table 1. Final survey results for MixTAPE. Ratings are on a scale of 1 (i.e., most negative) to 7 (i.e., most

positive). Participants rated their experience with MixTAPE as very positive for all the metrics.

Mertic MixTAPE Baseline

Mean Variance Mean Variance

Accuracy 6.00 0.33 4.71 0.24

Quality 6.00 0.33 4.43 0.62

Degree of Contradiction 6.00 0.67 3.71 2.24

Ease of Planning 6.14 1.14 4.57 0.62

Frustration 5.86 1.14 4.57 0.29

Mental Demand 6.14 0.48 5.00 1.00

Comprehensiveness 5.71 1.24 4.29 0.57

Speed of Completiom 5.86 1.14 4.43 0.62

Successful Completion 6.14 1.14 5.43 0.62

representation [2]. The TD-IDF vector representation offsets the impact of high frequency words. To

measure pairwise similarity between two documents, we used the cosine similarity metric [27] as it

is less susceptible to document size, and therefore more resilient to variance in number of tasks and

task detail. Given a collection of term vectors, the average of the pairwise cosine similarity provides

an estimate of the consistency of the language within that collection. Figure 4b shows the average

similarity of the task collections across projects launched by both Baseline and MixTAPE—the
overall consistency doubled (2.04X ) with the introduction of MixTAPE (µB = 0.25, stdB = 0.18, µX =

0.51, stdX = 0.19, t = 30.4320, p < 0.01). Figure 4b further shows the diversity measure for tasks

created from individual sources of information. We see that the brief-based tasks—created from the

client brief—largely contributed to the standardization of language, compared to the less structured

note-based tasks created from the call notes. We exclude the manually created tasks from this chart,

as the quantity of such tasks (3.13%) was too low to draw conclusions compared to note-based

(57.34%) and brief-based (39.53%) tasks (see Figure 4d).

Figure 4c shows the average length of tasks created by both systems across projects. ForMixTAPE,
Figure 4c shows the average length of the brief-based and note-based tasks. Overall, the tasks created

by MixTAPE were more descriptive (1.88X longer) than Baseline (µB = 6.46, stdB = 5.97, µX =

12.17, stdX = 2.97, t = 5.2294, p < 0.01). Combined with the task consistency results (Figure 4), even

thoughMixTAPE generated tasks are nowmore verbose/descriptive, they are more consistent across

projects, making it easier for the designers to interpret tasks. One of the project managers (PM2)

commented: “I think it’s probably much easier for the designer to understand something consistent
and structured across projects. Versus in the Team Messages, where they have to deal with different
types of notes from different managers.” Each task in MixTAPE may contain additional notes (added

by ’**’ or ’–’). While this increased the level of task detail compared to the Baseline, the notes

provided contextual information regarding tasks.

7.4 Quality of the action plans
Table 1 shows the results of the final survey in which designers rated their experience with

Baseline andMixTAPE (question order was randomized across participants). Notably,MixTAPE had
a higher average rating than Baseline for all the metrics.

As confirmed in Table 1, the designers found the tasks generated using Baseline to be highly

contradictory, whereas MixTAPE generated less contradictory tasks. Similar sentiment was echoed

by one project manager (PM1): “With the new tool (MixTAPE), I have noticed I have been getting less
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Table 2. Owner assignment and task prioritization.

Model Type Owner (Accuracy) Priority (Kendall’s Tau)

Pre-trained 0.9638 0.9145

Hard-coded 0.9508 0.9598

clarifying questions from the designers.” According to Table 1, the designers rated the quality of tasks
generated using MixTAPE much higher compared to Baseline. One designer (D5) commented: “It
(MixTAPE) is seamless and gets to the point. Less time consuming and easy to understand.” According
to Table 1, even though designers did not have any negative experience in either tool for a number of

metrics, e.g., ease of planning, frustration, mental demand, completion success, a higher percentage

of designers had positive experience with MixTAPE, compared to Baseline. One designer (D1)

commented: “While I was able to complete quality projects in a timely manner using Team Messages,
it was less straightforward and dependable. I’d keep looking at each document multiple times to ensure
I completed everything. [MixTAPE] resolved a lot of that back and forth, which saved some time and
allowed me to start designing the websites immediately.”

7.5 Accurate task assignment and prioritization
Table 2 summarizes the performance of both types of owner classification and task priority assign-

ment models: pre-trained and hard-coded. The pre-trained owner classifier achieved an overall

accuracy of 96.38%, suggesting that project managers largely agreed with MixTAPE’s classification
of task owner. To evaluate a priority classifier, we measured the rank correlation between the

order of the tasks per section as generated by MixTAPE with the eventual order (rank) of the tasks

after project managers reviewed the generated action plans. We used the Kendall’s Tau [41] metric

for this purpose, where the closer the value to 1, the more highly correlated to ranked groups

are. Again, MixTAPE’s models demonstrated high degree of correlation with project managers’

arrangement of tasks. Surprisingly, the accuracy (and rank correlation) statistics of the hard-coded

tasks were not 100% (and 1). In some instances, project managers added tasks meant for the client

in the “Other” section during note-taking and then moved the tasks during plan synthesis using

the task editing pane. However, MixTAPE was programmed to assign any task added to the “Other”

section to project managers (see Section 5.3), which contributed to a small number of mistakes to

the overall accurate assignments.

8 RQ2. PARTICIPANT EXPERIENCEWITH MIXTAPE
We now identify how MixTAPE affected participants’ experiences, and how they perceived its

various components.

8.1 Semi-structured note-taking
The semi-structured note-taking pane helped project managers maintain context while typing

notes. One project manager (PM1) mentioned—“I like how it’s (MixTAPE) more structured than
Team Messages in terms of what goes where.” However, the project managers revealed that they

didn’t use the auto-complete feature at all and found the feature to be distracting, given such a

high-intensity typing environment. In Figure 3b of Section 7, we see that there was no significant

improvement in note-taking time usingMixTAPE, which is consistent with the lack of adherence to

autocomplete. Ultimately, the time to capture notes was dominated by the length of the kickoff

call, which did not change with the introduction of MixTAPE. In Section 9, we discuss how the

autocomplete experience can be improved.
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8.2 Task creation: assignment and prioritization.
Overall, project managers preferred the synthesis experience with MixTAPE. One project manager

(PM2) commented “Converting to tasks using the Team Messages was harder. [MixTAPE] was a lot
easier as it automatically created a structured set of tasks, which I prefer.” We presented the accuracy

of the owner and priority classification model in Table 2. Project managers echoed observations

that classifier accuracy was high and found the automatic assignment of team members to tasks

very helpful compared to Baseline: “ I think it (MixTAPE) does owner assignment correctly more
often than not. I had to manually separate the tasks out in the Team Messages” (PM1). Even though

their confidence in the classification model increased with time, project managers still reviewed

the assignments during the synthesis process: “I am feeling more confident as I am using the tool
(MixTAPE) more and more. I do double check though” (PM2).

8.3 Task editing pane

Organization. Project managers liked how the tasks were grouped into sections as it made plan

synthesis easier. One project manager (PM2) said, “[MixTAPE] structures everything very clearly for
the designer and they can easily understand what’s needed. It is very difficult to miss things.”
Conflict resolution. AsMixTAPE aggregates two sources of information, some of the synthesized

tasks may be conflicting or redundant. Nearly 20% of tasks were deleted on average, the majority of

which were brief-based. The task editing pane enables project managers to resolve conflicts through

edits and deletion without having to write additional comments for the designers as they had to

in Baseline (see Section 4). One of the project managers (PM1) said, “Often times the [brief-based
tasks] conflicted with the [note-based tasks]. Once I resolve those, I feel like I don’t need to let the
designer know anything else, which is nice.”

Overall, project managers had to update the description of a very small percentage of tasks per

project (less than 4% on average). The same observation applies to both brief-based and note-based

tasks. The semi-structured note-taking pane partly played role in this outcome, as one project

manager (PM2) commented: “With the new [note-taking pane] you need to follow a structure, which
I think is good. Because it means that you have to be very precise in what you type and make sure
it makes sense.” Project managers noted that they would have preferred if structured data was

pre-populated in the notes, thereby enabling the resolution of conflicts during note-taking rather

than during synthesis: “Having the [client brief] imported in the note would help me to update things
during the [kickoff call] and not post-kickoff where I have to delete tasks” (PM2).

8.4 Task view
Project managers used the task view component to track the progress of a project, and designers

used it for following the action plan. We now discuss the experience of both groups of participants.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the per-project designer survey completed after the delivery of

each project withMixTAPE. For all the metrics, the designers rated their experience as very positive

(around 6/7) on average.

Executing on the action plans. The project managers preferred the MixTAPE-generated struc-

tured action plans as designers were presented with a strict outline. One project manager (PM1)

commented, “With [MixTAPE], it is more straightforward to enforce a process. It’s miles ahead in
terms of what we can do for quality control and consistency than with just Team Messages. I appreciate
that as a project manager.” Similarly, all of the designers appreciated the fact that the task view

presented the tasks as a checklist which brought more organization and coherence to how they

approached a project compared to Baseline. One designer (D2) commented, “It’s great to have a
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Table 3. Per-project survey results for MixTAPE. Ratings are on a scale of 1 (i.e., most negative) to 7 (i.e., most

positive). Participants rated their experience with MixTAPE as very positive for all the metrics.

Metric Mean Variance

Accuracy 6.07 0.88

Completion Success 6.03 1.28

Comprehensiveness 6.13 1.36

Contradiction 6.07 0.71

Frustration 6.07 0.90

Mental Demand 6.06 1.56

Planning 6.05 1.34

Quality 6.06 0.94

project broken down into its component steps, which forces specificity more so than Team Messages
which could possibly be vague or missing information.”
A single source of truth.As shown in Figure 4d, both brief-based and note-based tasks contributed
significantly to the final action plan. Note that the chart shows the average percentage of tasks

generated from each source after the deletion of tasks. With Baseline, designers had to move

back and forth between these sources to formulate the final action plan themselves, which was

cumbersome. One designer (D5) commented: “I like that what should be included or not included
works seamlessly into one embedded checklist. I think [task view] is a more efficient and scalable way
to input all requirements into one source without going back and forth between the [client brief] and
Team Messages.”
Tracking progress. With the ability to track the status of each task, project managers found it

easier to manage the progress of a project: “With [MixTAPE], it’s clearer to me what the designer
has completed and what’s pending. Whereas in the Team Messages, it was really ambiguous—some
designers didn’t interact with the document at all. Some would strike through completed tasks, some
would check off—everybody did different things” (PM2). Another project manager (PM1) thought

MixTAPE ensured more accountability: “I think in this new experience (MixTAPE), it is easier to hold
the designers accountable. If they haven’t completed a task [before submitting a project], I can point
that [out] to them.”
Coordinating across iterations. With MixTAPE-generated action plans as the single source

of truth, both project managers and designers wanted to use the action plan as the basis for

coordination in subsequent iterations of a project. However, they found MixTAPE difficult to use

for iteration. For each iteration, project managers needed to add tasks manually, losing the speed

of the note-taking experience and the automated task prioritization. Moreover, unless mentioned

explicitly, it was difficult to identify which iteration a given task belonged to. One project manager

commented: “When we need further iterations from the client, I feel I have less control and I have
a harder time communicating with the designer” (PM2). Our per-project surveys revealed that

designers shared the same sentiment: “Very hard to find tasks between iterations (with MixTAPE).
If there’s notes added after a [new request] in the second version, it’s hard to tell which comment
belongs to what version” (D7). Some designers (N = 4) mentioned that they preferred back and forth

communication via the comment option in the Team Messages Google document. One designer

(D8) commented—“I liked the ability to discuss specific parts via Google doc native comments. It was
pretty handy sometimes to see a full log of comments plus initial [first version] description in a single
thread.”
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9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introducedMixTAPE and shown how its semi-structured note-taking environ-

ment, automated task synthesis algorithm, and task owner and priority classifiers positively impact

the creation of collaborative action plans. Quantitatively, we find MixTAPE to increase the quantity

and consistency of tasks while reducing the time to synthesize a project plan. Qualitatively, study

participants identify it as positively impacting their experience across several measures compared

to Baseline, a largely unstructured experience. In this section, we discuss the implications of our

findings to systems involved in the broader space of project plan generation. We also discuss how

the concepts discussed in MixTAPE can be generalized to other domains.

9.1 Implications for mixed-initiative planning tools
9.1.1 Adapting by observing. The principal of mixed initiative interfaces [31] argues that such

systems should “continue to learn by observing a user’s goals and needs.” We now discuss how this

philosophy applies to planning tools like MixTAPE based on our observations from the study.

Structure imposing process. Our needfinding study was informed by an existing process. Our result-

ing system design viewed MixTAPE as a tool that supported this existing process. In introducing

MixTAPE, we unexpectedly found during the project manager shadowing sessions that the introduc-

tion of the system resulted in new process standards. For example, as the system exposed designers

and clients to structured notes, questions arose around the best way to effectively take notes. For

example, whereas an outline with a bullet like “logo” made sense in a previously unstructured set

of notes, taking more action-oriented notes such as “Upload your logo” became more effective.

As the system more explicitly presented tasks in sections like Structure and Content, practical
questions around where to place various tasks resulted. These questions of process weren’t new,

but in presenting tasks in structured form, the questions were newly important. As researchers, we

initially opted to observe these questions arise without interference, but realized that participants

sought guidance and eventually assisted in the iterative generation of a process document on note-

taking and task-creation best practices. As MixTAPE is deployed in other domains, stakeholders’

requirements may evolve similarly as they use the system and adjust their mental models to the

newly introduced process.

Adapting to usage norms. Tasks are at the very core of the MixTAPE design, where each task cor-

responds to a single stakeholder action. During the course of our study, we noticed a recurring

theme of project managers creating a high level task (e.g., “- Add a team page”) with subsequent

notes (e.g., “- - Attach the CEO’s photo”) that were actually tasks. Allowing tasks to nest would

better facilitate a scenario where tasks are small and actionable while still logically grouped, which

prior work shows can increase adherence [15].

While our research was on the synthesis of action plans, we also got to observe how participants

completed the tasks in those plans. Two features of commercial task-tracking systems that partici-

pants requested were dependencies (e.g., “Replace the client’s logo” depends on a client completing

“Upload your logo”) and future-facing tasks (e.g., “Discuss chat integration in two months”).

Synthesizing and classifying both task types, i.e., nested and dependent tasks, is an interesting

problem for future work. While this may require redefining what constitutes a task inMixTAPE and

redesigning various aspects (e.g., the markdown language used for note-taking), such iterative

refinements are expected a mixed-initiative system.

9.1.2 Toward collaborative action planning. We now discuss how to effectively facilitate collabora-

tion in such a setting based on our observations from the study.
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Communication among stakeholders. One task-related observation from the study is that as tasks

became the basis for collaboration, participants wanted tasks to become the basis for conversation.

Participants asked for two forms of conversation threads on each task: one for internal conversation

(e.g., for project managers and designers to clarify details instead of using tools like Slack) and

the other for external conversation (e.g., for designers to explain to clients why they made certain

decisions). Future studies on MixTAPE may explore how stakeholders collaboratively augment

action plans in the absence of standardization (motivated by concepts of boundary objects [42, 59],

which are artifacts that are shared by different stakeholders but viewed or used differently by each

of them) and how people with different levels of expertise and roles (as discussed in Section 4.1)

collaborate on action plan creation (motivated by Enact [43] that studies collaboration between

expert stakeholders).

Note-taking in multiple phases. As described and implemented, MixTAPE imposes a rigid notes-

then-tasks usage. In practice, the process our participants followed required more than one phase

of note-taking. After the team completed their tasks, they would send the client a website, receive

feedback, and complete followup tasks. Action plan synthesis systems should support iteration,

where a project manager can take multiple rounds of notes and synthesize them into tasks to be

completed in several phases.

9.1.3 Automation’s role in task synthesis. Finally, we discuss how automation may impact task

synthesis in a mixed-initiative setting and how to further improve the experience.

Autocomplete in a multi-modal setting: Despite the prevalence of autocomplete in modern text-

based interfaces in products like GMail or Amazon, autocomplete was the least used feature of

MixTAPE. On reflection, n-gram (n = 1, 2, 3) autocompletion is incompatible with a multi-modal

note-taking environment, where actively listening to clients while capturing their key points leaves

little cognitive effort or attention to also read autocomplete suggestions [53, 54, 65]. Therefore,

mixed-initiative planning tools need to accommodate alternative mechanisms to improve the

note-taking experience. One alternate experience design can be to suggest common complete tasks

rather than common phrases to reduce cognitive burden. Furthermore, with the advent of speech

recognition systems, the role of transcribing tasks can be delegated to an automated agent to further

reduce the load of the project managers and improve the quality of the call notes.

Enhancements to automated task synthesis: Given the negative result on autocomplete usage, it is

reasonable to question the effect of automation on project outcomes. Still, note conversion provided

structure for the resulting action plans. Automatic task synthesis replaced the previously tedious

process of manual owner and priority assignment, reducing plan synthesis time by 33% in the

process. In a mixed-initiative manner, project managers further curated action plans to resolve

conflicts and correct automation errors, resulting in high-quality action plans as identified by

several participants.

While project managers appreciated automatic task synthesis, they were frustrated when tasks

generated from their notes, i.e., note-based tasks, were redundant with those that the machine

generated, i.e., brief-based tasks. In the future, planning tools like MixTAPE can incorporate au-

tomated quality assurance modules to automatically identify similar or duplicate tasks after task

synthesis, and flag conflicts or redundancies for the project managers to handle. A similar idea has

been adopted in Critter [15] to maintain the quality of checklists for creative design tasks.

Towards automated task execution. As discussed in Section 3, current intelligent task management

systems [23] delegate very simple tasks to project execution assistants. It is worth exploring the

design of a task manager that can delegate more advanced tasks that do not require creative thinking

(e.g., “change font color to blue”) to automated execution assistants so that human collaborators
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can allocate more time for creative tasks. Designing such a system that facilitates human-AI

collaboration offers interesting research challenges [64].

9.2 Generalizability of MixTAPE
We now explain how the concepts and techniques proposed in this paper generalize to other

domains. More specifically, we discuss which MixTAPE components can be used as-is and which

components would require domain-specific modifications.

The process of action plan creation involving multiple stakeholders can be seen in a wide

variety of fields. Asana, a popular task management tool, now has fifty thousand organizations

as paying customers and is used by teams of collaborators in diverse domains such as finance,

telecommunication, digital media, and software industry [8]. We also discussed plan synthesis

for other settings like medical and education setting in Section 1. In all of these settings, various

sources of information are combined manually by project managers to create an action plan

with tasks having varying degrees of priority and assigned to various stakeholders. To this end,

MixTAPE provides a framework for combining various information sources and automating the

task synthesis process.

After successful deployment on website creation projects, MixTAPE has now been deployed to

manage other types of projects at B12: copywriting projects and website enhancement projects.

These projects have different processes and team structures from the website creation projects.

For example, a copywriting project (e.g., writing a blog post, editing product descriptions) is

completed by a team of a project manager, a copywriter, and sometimes a designer. So far, the teams

have successfully adapted MixTAPE to a different workflow and a different set of collaborators.

However, these deployments were made several months after the user study was concluded and

the implications of launching MixTAPE in these teams have not been formally evaluated.

While we are confident that the learnings fromMixTAPE apply to the creation of action plans for

a broad variety of teams, it’s worth considering how to reduce the domain-specific work required to

apply the system to other domains. The majority of the online components ofMixTAPE (i.e., the task
synthesis algorithm, task create/edit pane, and task view) are relevant for any domain that requires

team-based task creation and management. While the markdown language-based note-taking pane

is also generalizable, the structure of the pane will vary based on the domain. On the other hand,

training models for auto-completion and owner/priority classification would require creation of a

domain-specific corpus. However, the process of corpus creation (via expert-sourcing) and model

training may remain the same.

One challenge with task management in such a setting is that the types of tasks may evolve

as new projects with different clients are launched. As a result, all three trained models (i.e., the
autocomplete suggestions, owner assignment, and priority assignment) may become obsolete and

need to be retrained. These would require expert-sourcing the task description corpus creation

again, which can be tedious. One alternative can be to leverage reinforcement learning [38] to

augment the models—as project managers review and relabel tasks in the task create/edit pane,

these changes can be propagated upstream to reward/penalize the classification models. This

concept is also generalizable to other domains.

MixTAPE is a first step toward mixed-initiative project management. We look forward to a future

in which deep system support for semi-structured note-taking, automated task synthesis, and task

classification form the basis of any collaborative toolkit.
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